Grades 3 to 12
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6th September 2020

Subject: Curiosity Board
Dear parents,
Leaders and Innovators of JSS, the Innovation Committee has put up a challenge for you, to explore
your skills and sharpen them. Curiosity Board is an online Activity in which you are allowed to pick a
topic on which you have to find the best solution for their fictional country and send up to a minute long
video entry explaining your solution.

Grades 3-5
Situation 1: Climate Change
Innovation is often cited as the solution to the challenges facing our planet - from the climate crisis to
the unsustainable use of natural resources. The pandemic has highlighted just how fragile our systems
are to major shocks, and how broken our relationship with nature truly is. As we begin to reflect and
rebuild, innovation can help us solve many of the challenges that remain - but we need to be sure we
embrace the right kind of innovation and we believe that innovation is key to solving many of the
challenges facing our societies. As a responsible citizen and the face of the future, how do you intend to
make that unique contribution to reduce the impact of Climate change?

Situation 2: Education
The Corona virus crisis has created education difficulties around the world. But the schooling crisis is
even more severe in Africa, where up to 80 percent of students are unable to connect to the internet.
Electricity is also sometimes not dependable, making distance learning difficult or even impossible.
And, in normal times, schools often provide safety to children and offer services that their families
cannot pay for. What are the steps that you would take to improve the Education Crisis?

Situation 3: Wellbeing
The Corona virus pandemic is having an impact on children around the world. Playing helps children
stay physically and mentally well. It is an everyday part of a healthy and happy childhood. Play is just as

important during a crisis like the current Corona virus pandemic. It helps children manage their
emotions and maintain a sense that everything is and can be fine. A great way for you to support the
health, happiness and development of people during the current crisis is to find ways they can be healthy
and happy. What are the ways you would like to suggest and recommend to the people in order to
regain mental and physical health to fight back the crisis?

Grades 6-12
Situation 1: Climate Change
The Wolago Republic is the hotspot for factories regarding technological production for Laptops,
Mobiles, Cars, etc as well one of the most crowded countries having a educated and technologically
active population of 85 Million that depend on the above mentioned technologies. The overall effect of
this situation has led to high carbon emissions which are soon to be catastrophic. As the President of
Wolago, how do you aim to reduce its effect on the world before it is irreversible?

Situation 2: Education
Education plays a major role in the development of a country in all areas - economic growth, prosperity,
healthcare facilities, and technology. Secondary and University education has always been an issue in
this country due to lack of adequate quality institutions and trained faculty. Only 3 out of 100 are able to
enter a graduate course. Since the earthquake of 2018, the percentage of children attending primary
school has dropped from 55% to 30%. As the President of the country of Genovia, what are the steps
that you would take to improve educational facilities?

Situation 3: Well-being
After the mental challenges undergone by people who had to self quarantine for months, according to a
recent survey taken in the main region of Dorsus by Gen University, many have reported feeling sad
more often, unproductively and extreme mood fluctuations in the worst case scenario. With the help of
top class psychologists and medical staff of your nation, how do you aim to improve the country's well
being?

Please follow the guidelines when submitting the videos:
1. Video to be in landscape mode.
2. Video Quality must be 720p or higher
3. Camera Shake should be avoided
4. Videos to be in .mp4 format

5. Ambient Noise to be reduced, the video must look professional
6. Introduce yourself at the start of the video.
7. Best 5 Entries to be compiled and shared on the school’s social media.

Send your video entries to the email: committeeofinnovation@gmail.com by September 17th and Final
Entries to be complied by 21st September.

Regards
Sd/-..
Chitra Sharma
Principal

